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The Children
on Sunday lastIFor Did you notice
cast the art of

poorly developed.
Still thousands of men every year gaze on

that hell with uncovered heads and often with
tears in their eyes. Do you know why? That is
do you understand the real significance of it?
If you should be lost in deep woods or out in the
shadows of the desert and did not know which
iway to go to find a way out, and you should hear
a voice crying, "come this way children?" You
would be glad would you not?

Well, a good while ago, when there was notI much light in the world; when tyranny ruled and
oppression, when there were the chains of slavery
on the wrists of some men and the more degrading
chains of superstition and fear and ignorance
were on the souls of millions, and the world did
not know the way out through the forests of
doubt and across the deserts of injustice, sud-

denly thiB old bell which you saw on Sunday last,
became a voice crying to a perturbed nation,
"Come this way children."
. That is why in that hour it became more preci-
ous than gold; that is why now after one hundred

thirty-nin- e years have rolled away, it is
by night and by day; that is why strong

Iand uncover their heads and watch it until they
blinded by their tears. Some inspired men
met and after weeks of consultation, had for-

mulated a paper which in truth was a declaration
of freedom and a defiance of wrong, and when
their work was finished, the old bell which you
saw rang out what may be termed a triumph peal
to the world over their achievements. Those men
long ago finished their work and fell back to:

dust; but the tones they gave to this old belV
were immortal and they have been ringing on
and on ever since, until half the world is filled
with them and the men who inspired the ringing,
while all that was mortal of them has vanished
away, have fastened their presence in the
thoughts of the world and as one generation suc
ceeds another they take on more and more life-
like presences, and will continue to so long as
the stars come to kiss the world at night and the
tides of the sea ebb and flow.

The story of it all should he a lesson in patri-
otism to you, and beyond it should be the fur-- '
ther lesson, that though you may be humble and
poor, if you can call up from your soul thoughts
that are high enough and unselfish enough and
brave and generous enough to he of honest serv-
ice to your fellow men and to your country, the
measure of your work will fix your place, and if

' it is high enough and pure enougli all the waves
of death can never dim the light that you will
kindle on earth.

I

The German Note
is nothing in the German note that anTHERE

editor could not have dictated to a
stenographer in twenty minutes.

There is nothing in it that indicates a pro-

found knowledge of law or the usages of astute
diplomacy. It does not come under the plea of
confession and avoidance. It is simply an at-

tempt to plead justification for a wrong, by charg-
ing wrong to another.

We take it that it was about the third or fourth
note that was prepared; that the statesmen in
the council of the kaiser's advisers prepared a
note which the fire-bran- in the council voted
down; that then a firey one was prepared which
was likewise voted down and then a third one
was prepared with the intention of tiding over
things for a few days to wait the result of the
fighting along the different battle fronts in the
east, west, south and on the Bosphorus.

The plea of Germany that she has been but
fighting a defensive war will hardly do. That
was the plea in the Franco-Prussia- n war though
all the world knew that Bismarck and von Moltke
had been for years fighting back the old kaiser's
determination to attack France, until Bismarck
could maneuver to cause the over-confide- em-

peror of France and has fanatical wife to precipi-
tate a declaration of war.

In the same way the present war was started.
It is plain enough that Germany's purpose was
to wage a war which should absorb Belgium a
part of France and the Netherlands on the
northwest, to make what was left of France a
subject nation; to break Great Britain's power
and make her on land and sea a second-rat- e and
to all intents and purposes a subject power and
to so change the map of Europe that she hence-
forth should have command of both the North and
Mediterranean seas. It will not do for her to
claim now that from the first she has waged
merely a defensive war.

Neither is there any cause of bitterness on
her part toward the United States for selling
war munitions to the Allies. That is a right of
neutrals that has always been recognized. There
was not an American soldier killed in the war

'With Spain that was not killed by a German bul-'le- t

fired from a German gun.

But it is hardly worth while to discuss this
note. It was not expected by Germany that it
would be satisfactory; it was sent, merely to
mark time in the hope that something definite
might come from the war. It is possible, too,
that it was intended as a feeler, to see how much
the United States Avould stand.

But it was not happily worded. Some things
in it show the arrogance behind the militarism
of Germany, which reads a little like Admiral
Diedrlch's message to Admiral Dewey in Manila
harbor, to which the admiral replied by caution-
ing the German admiral to keep out of the line
of his fire.

What would Germany have thought when our
war with Spain was on, had our government
sent her word that she would try to protect four
of Germany's Rhips plying between Hamburg and

Cadiz, from the fire of our warships, if Germany ''

would put certain distinguishing marks upon the M
ships that would designate what they were. M

But as said above, the intention of the note H
was evidently to mark time, and, maybe, to see H
how much our country would concedo rather H
than have possible trouble. H

Wo hope the president's response to the noto H
will be terse and will include the statement that t, H
the laws of nations, governing neutrals at sea, jH
will be the guide of the United States and until M
she violates in some way those laws she will bo H
accountable to no power for her acts, and close (j H
with a reminder that the crime of sinking "the j;

Lusitania has," as yet, received no atonement. ' H

That British Loan
subscription to the British loan is sig- - MTHE It called for a fearful sum, as ' H

great, five times over, as' was the indemnity ex- -
'

acted of France by Germany in 1871-7- but itt J M
was quietly subscribed, and it ranged everywhere i M
from the humble man who had a few pounds ii(
buried under his hearthstone to the millionaire. I M

It is significant for it refreshes the world's M
memory of the fact that te the citizen of Great ' M

' Britain there is no other land to compare with if M

native land; that further, whatever may bo the M
present stress, there is no thought than that ot I M

eventual triumph. ' M

There are whispers in their ears of great l

names that on land and sea have made England M
for them hallowed ground; England and Scotland iK

and Wales; and in Ireland there is the thought
much as Ireland has suffered, that half the splen- - M
dor which gives majesty to the royal standard was jM
painted upon it with dyes drawn from the veins jH
of Irish sons. I

Around the famous old Abbey those whispers j(

are more distinct. There is a murmur among jH
the sages, the heroes, the kings, the poets, the lM
scholars sleeping there which materialize into IIimperious voices and they take on Nelson's call 'ill
of "England expects every man to do his duty." fl

What though great ships go down under mor- - jfl
tal wounds! What though red fields are choked iJH
with England's dead; has it not always been so? 11
When history was taking form from the legends JH
that had been transmitted from father to son, 11
was it not the same way? Has it not been soj jH
from' the days of Julius Caesar? Is the dashing H
of the dreadnoughts against the forts of the 'H
Bosphorus any different except in form, from ' jH
what it was when Richard the Lion-Hearte- d was iH
hurling his spears against the mailed hosts of ,H
Saladin? H

So it is natural for the poor to bring their little il
offerings and lay them on their country's altar, ' 'H
and the rich who are in normal times prone to H
spend 'their time in idleness and growl at trifles, ;H
in the same way hear the call, and do not stop jH
to reflect whether the call is for life or for death, H
but only know that the call is for them and that ill
native land is in danger and that there is nothing ilto do but to respond, for from early youth their ?H
lives have been devoted to one thought, which is IH
that native land is a great thing to live forr and, ill


